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Introduction:
There are many similarities between waveguide action and quantum particle
action such as phase velocity and group velocity, pulse width affecting the
average energy in the wave, repetition rate and so on. It is of interest that the
external part of a quantum particle is well mapped out in the local space that
surrounds it due to observational accounting of its activity. However, the inner
domain of the quantum particle is almost never, if ever, discussed at all.
This paper will delve into the concept of the inner domain of a quantum electron
as having a connection to all other electrons in the universe wherein the
connection between them is effectively instantaneous and as a result considered
to be non-local. In essence, all electrons are physically aware of each other
through the non-local domain. It is this connection that is proposed in this paper
to be the electrogravitational connection, more commonly known in the
contemporary vernacular as a gravitational connection.
It has been well demonstrated that split photons can instantly communicate a
phase change in one of them to the other instantly regardless of the distance of
separation or material that is between them and they do this with no loss of
energy in the transit of this information exchange. This is not an amplitude
exchange but rather a phase change which is especially suited for the quantum
exchange of information.

The five forces summarized from the ebook, "Electrogravitation As A Unified Field Theory",
by Jerry E. Bayles.
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This is the original version of my electrogravitational equation where the permeability of free space
connection constant μo was used as shown above and the result was very close to the standard
Newton equation for gravity. However, the units were not the same and the magnitude was slightly
off as shown below.
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In Einstein's General Theory Field Equation, there is a constant term involving the Gravitational
Constant G divided by the speed of light to the fourth power and that yields a 1/newton result.(1) That
format can also be obtained by dividing the gravitational constant G by the least quantum velocity VLM
also taken to the fourth power where VLM is the square root of the fine structure constant α given
meter/sec units. This is shown immediately below as:
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The corrected form of the electrogravitational equation for correct magnitude and units is:
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Note that the permeability of free space μo does not apply to the gravitational quantum connection
constant Gμ in the above equation. The quantum connection Gμ is non-local internally with
Compton dimensional waveguide-like boundaries while the permeability connection μo is local and
external to the electron or proton.
The above equation can be analyzed in its separate components as follows:
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Can the above frequency may be interfered with to cause magnetic fields to be destroyed?
Note also that the internal electrogravitational frequency of fLM also provides the correct result.
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Mathcad's symbolic equation solver yielded an unexpected value greater than one and it is a very
sophisticated math engine. This will be shown to yield imaginary and negative results in key
parameters to the velocity solutions in the quantum waveguide analysis that will follow. Since the
resolution required is greater than the basic accuracy of 16 significant places, the actual value of the
wavelength required to yield the correct group velocity has to be manually adjusted as shown below.
Adjusted manually so float result
below = VG. Note the number of
significant digits!
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where a quantum reduction multiplier can be established as the ratio of Δλ c to 2B as:
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It is of interest that the very small number of Δλ cR = 4.05970015675 10

times the Compton

wavelength of the proton (set as the 2B dimension of the waveguide) yields a distance near the Plank
distance. The result is indeed in the realm of the quantum plank distance.
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The reduction product of the small difference 4.05970015675 10
times the plank wavelength of the
proton times two divided by the plank distance yields the square of the Golden ratio!
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and the value at the immediate left is at the heart of
the geometry of the Great Pyramid of Giza in Egypt.

This analysis is based on waveguide design that incorporates phase velocity, group velocity and the
speed of light. Quantum mechanics involving particle dynamics also incorporate phase velocity,
group velocity and the speed of light as a reference. I am suggesting that quantum particles have an
external locally observable field dynamic as well as non-local dynamics involving phase and group
velocities that internally behave as the dynamics of a field inside of a waveguide. That is, a quantum
particle such as the electron and proton create their own boundary that acts like a waveguide, but are
the internal non-local part of the particle. Further, normal local time and space are quite separate from
the non-local action. It appears that the action due to the non-local interaction is effectively
instantaneous when viewed from the local observers frame of reference. Then in summary: The
outside of the particle is local space and the inside of the particle is non-local space where time and
location is the same single point for the centers of all similar particles. In the center, there is no
space-time and is a single point shared by all the particles in the universe.
The waveguide equation that this analysis is based on is from the Air Force manual: "Electronic
Circuit Analysis", 52-8, Volume 2, pp. 11-12 through 11-17. Page 11-16 has the equation for
waveguide action stated as:
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Notice the similarity to Einstein's Special Theory Of
Relativity equation. It will be shown to be intimately
related indeed!
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The standard Special Theory Of Relativity involving the observed length shrinking as speed of an
object increases is:
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which has the same dimensional form and mathematical result as the waveguide formula above. In the
waveguide reference mentioned above, there is a cosine relationship stated as:
cos( θ) =

Quote: "where λ is the wavelength in free space
of the signal in the guide, and B is the inside
wide dimension of the guide."(p. 11-16, vol.2.)
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The special theory of relativity and the waveguide are both based on the fundamental trigonometric
relationship of:
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The phase velocity inside of the waveguide is a result that is of interest since the speed of the
electrogravitational action depends on the above waveguide equation arranged to solve for it as
follows:
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This is a tremendous
velocity and is in the
imaginary or
non-local space!

The imaginary result is expected since we are working in the non-local space domain and that also
applies to distance. That is the speed of the phase wave inside of the quantum waveguide between
particles based on a group wave of the same waveguide geometry. The group wave velocity VG is
equal to the square root of the fine structure constant α expressed in meter/second units.
The estimated size of the universe is stated as:
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Notice the result is going backwards in time at the tremendous rate of the phase speed
in the imaginary domain of the quantum non-local realm.
The relationship between phase velocity and group velocity for quantum particles as well as for
waveguides is given by the expression:
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This is another indicator of quantum particle dynamics and
waveguide geometry having a lot in common. Vc is the velocity
of light in free space and in the waveguide.
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Below is the derivation of group velocity based on the above expression.
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Then, the summary of the above work shows that Einstein's General Theory (which is an
external local acting field equation) connecting constant is identical in form to my
electrogravitational equation connector and differs only in the real value magnitude of the
light-speed term in the denominator. Further, Einstein's Special Theory Of Relativity also has
similar form, differing only in the usage of the geometry terms, but the units used match. and
that a waveguide boundary is used for the quantum non-local action between the centers of
the quantum particles themselves.
As a result of the above analysis, let the group velocity be stated as:
Vg :=
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This is a very low velocity and it is what I call the least quantum velocity. It is also imaginary in its
nature and when squared it assumes a negative sign. All matter, including photons, would be
affected by this least quantum velocity. Positive energy would be diminished as it traveled through
this negative energy field. Photons would lose energy over time and thus become downshifted in
frequency until eventually the photons would arrive at the least quantum frequency I have termed
fLM above. Note also that the square of the group velocity is equal in absolute value to the quantum
fine structure constant, α. The accumulation of this lowest possible energy could be what has been
termed dark energy while mass at the lowest possible velocity would become dark matter?
In other words, the above downshift over time of all energy is at the heart of gravitational force
while it also may be the cause of what has been termed red shift. Red shift has been taken to mean
that the universe is expanding. This paper suggests that may not be entirely the case.
Since I have defined the least quantum electrogravitational frequency as being:
fLM = 10.032248050000002
 Hz , then for each second of travel that much frequency shall be
subtracted from whatever frequency is being considered.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Observable_universe
26
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(From the above link.)
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It is of interest to find the time it would take for a quanta of light to reach the edge of the universe.
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UT = 1.467682018871869  10  sec
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= 1.4724150071847375  10  Hz

which means that an x-ray frequency would finally be downshifted to the least quantum frequency
fLM by the time it traveled from the edge of the universe to an observer at the center of the universe
assuming that the rate of energy loss per second traveled was linear. The closer the observer was to
the originating source of the photon, the less the downshift and for most observations the downshift
could be taken as simple red shift. The outcome is this: The universe could be a lot bigger than what
we can observe since the lowest quantum frequency is likely dark matter or energy and that gives us
no clue as to the total distance from the point of origination.
The quantum energy related to the least quantum frequency is bedrock. Energy derived from that
frequency downshift accumulates over time and interestingly could eventually form into a large
negative energy that could form a dark matter or dark energy black hole. Energy of that type still has
gravitational effect and could explain why some galaxies spin much faster than their mass should
allow for. Dark energy and matter is so far invisible but it still can produce gravitational attraction.
Perhaps the slight slowing of the Pioneer spacecraft can even be explained by the energy downshift
due to the action of negative energy in the void causing deceleration. In fact, slowing down can even
be seen in the orbital velocity and rotation rates of the planets. It means that we do not get the action
of gravitation for free. It causes energy loss in exchange for the force of attraction.
Then gravitation is a force of action and the units shown in the link (Reference 1) to a web page that
shows the units of the General Theory of Relativity Field Equation prove that fact. They are joules per
meter cubed or force per square meter which is pressure in the Tuv tensor term. Then energy in the
field is exchanged for action on mass or energy in general. You do not get gravity for free. Some
scientists have suggested that gravity is not a force. I will not comment on that viewpoint at all.
Armed with the least quantum velocity from above, we can compute the energy related to the
non-relativistic mass of the electron as:
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electrons is calculated to be:
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The negative frequency result is expected since the energy is real and negative. This is the subtraction
frequency per second on all electromagnetic radiation frequency as well as the kinetic energy of moving
matter containing mass: That is, until there is only the bedrock least quantum energy of ELM left.
Then between the quantum centers of the electron and proton, a waveguide connection may exist in
non-local space and the dynamics of the ordinary waveguide may apply to that quantum space just as
for ordinary local space. The outside of the electron and proton are in local space and the interaction is
by the magnetic vector potential which cannot be shielded against and that field provides the return
path for the quantum non-local action to complete the entire action loop.
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As an aid for understanding waveguide electronic analysis, two relevant pages from the aforementioned
manual: Electronic Circuit Analysis, AF Manual 52-8, Volume 2 are presented below and on the next page.
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It has occurred to me that if physicists first studied electronics in depth they would be better able to
put together dynamics of science that escape them due to natural limitations of their discipline.

I perceive that the non-local quantum waveguide has a circular magnetic field and a radial electric
field so that the phase wave velocity is inline with the center of the waveguide.
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Waveguide dynamics for radar use usually transmit the electromagnetic power as a pulse of narrow
width compared to the pulse repetition frequency. Therein, a 1 million watt radar pulse generated by
a magnetron microwave oscillator can be only 10 microseconds wide which yields an average of 10
watts continuous power level per second. If the pulse repetition rate is 1000 pulses per second, then
the total power is 10,000 watts per second. Then pulse width as well as pulse rate referenced to 1
second controls the actual power of the radiated microwave energy in a switched, or gated fashion.
The dynamics of the quantum waveguide can be considered to be very similar in its energy per
second. For instance, the rest mass energy of an electron or proton may be the result of a very large
energy such as Plank Energy, (2) being gated into the electron or proton by a narrow pulse width
which serves to limit the amount of energy that the quantum particle can have in the real domain of
local space. Without this energy input, the charge-field of the electron or proton could not exist. The
normal condition exists where the electron and proton establish a standing conjugate field between
them and no power is radiated out into local space. In that scenario, the field is stable. The other
scenario is where the charged particle may be isolated in some way and the field begins to build up
in volume and total energy content with each pulse input. Theoretically, this could continue for a
total energy in the field approaching infinity. Plank energy density is huge. (4.633 x 10^ 113
joules/m^3). (2) I view this as the possible source for the energy input to all particles that if not
gated and controlled as for the radar pulse situation, a "Big Bang" would be the result. Also, the
conjugation of energy between the electron and proton external field serves as an energy control.
The reference cited (2) is an excellent reference source for quantum constants involving Plank
Units but also for other information such as the field equation of General Relativity as well as other
equations of quantum usage.
As in my previous work, I consider that what we view as a continuous space-time is actually an
existence much like the frames of a picture transmitted to a movie screen. The entire picture arrives
all at once in sequential bits of time and in between those pictures there is room for other pictures to
be transmitted to a different screen. The whole process could be time shared with potentially an
unlimited number of screens. Our "normal" existence would seem continuous since even our
memories would be on and off at the rate of the existence being refreshed by the master projector in
non-local space. In other words, our very existence is gated like the radar pulse discussed above.
That may explain how some people, notably Jesus Christ, could move through locked doors into a
room where his disciples in the upper room were. Phase shifting a pulsing electric field at the proper
rate would possibly allow that to happen by moving in between the normal screen projection rate.
Back in the early 1940's, John Wheeler suggested that all of the electrons in the universe might be
the same electron just traveling backwards and forwards in time. (3) This is the ultimate time share!
It would explain also why all electrons are identical which is why he put forth that idea.
Second Summary: The three main features of this paper consist of the General Relativity coupling
constant being identical to my Electrogravitational Equation coupling constant and differing only in
magnitude. The second feature is the exact agreement in form between Special Relativity equation
format for length based on velocity and the waveguide equation for velocities dependant upon
physical dimensions. The third main feature is the pulse width characteristics applied to quantum
energy which suggests that quantum particle energy is transformed from Plank level energy to the rest
mass energy of a particle by the gating action that only lets a small amount of energy into the quantum
particle. The field geometry onside of the quantum waveguide is most likely a radial electric field from
the axis to the inside rim while also having an embedded magnetic field circulating around the axis of
the guide and both fields are 90 degrees to each other and the axis direction of the guide.
As I finish this paper, I have just witnessed an eclipse of the sun on the same day.

Ω

Addendum:
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In the below figure copied from the reference Air Force manual: "Electronic Circuit Analysis", 52-8,
Volume 2, pp. 11-12 through 11-17 and is page 17; of particular interest is Fig. 11-35 where the first
drawing at the bottom left shows a TM01 mode where it shows the wavelength as being 2.62 times the
radius. From above on p. 5:
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 4  = 2.628091457199191
 
 π
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Reference 2 concerning "Plank Units" has some very interesting comments (in the highlighted area" about
"the radial electric field and the circumferential metric strain are equal at the Strong Force scale within the
electron thus satisfying Plank's force equality criteria."
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I printed out the above article concerning Plank Units from Wikipedia in its entirety on August 26, 2017
and three days later the highlighted section above was gone from the web version. Of special interest is
the reference: Oakley WS. Analyzing the large number problems and Newton's G via a relativistic loop
model of the electron. Int J Sci Rep 2015; 1(4):201-5
Only when the Wikipedia article is printed out hardcopy did the below text show. QUOTE:

Big Changes. A recently published journal article shows gravity does not act via particle mass but via
electromagnetic energy circulating within particles. The article gives an expression for G based on an
electron model of two quantum loops. It shows the classical dimensions of G are in error by c/\4, which
has a major consequence for the numerical value of the Planck scale. The article shows the radial
electric field and a circumferential metric strain, the origin of gravity, are equal at the Strong Force scale
within the electron thus satisfying Planck's force equality criteria. But the value of the scale changes by
c/\4, about 8.077 x 10/\41 in the units used to measure G. This means although Planck's notion was
correct the scale actually relates to the electron, not some far smaller scale. Ref: Oakley WS. Analyzing
the large number problem and Newton's G via a relativistic quantum loop model of the electron. Int J
Sci Rep 2015; 1(4):201-5 UNQUOTE
The reason the above red letter section is so important is the radial electric field and the circumferential metric
strain being almost identical to the circular waveguide description of the inner waveguide fields on page 12
above. The difference being that instead of a circumferential magnetic field, a circumferential metric strain is
specified. It is further cause for me to wonder at how close the waveguide dynamics are to Einstein's Special
Theory of Relativity concerning the Lorentz formula and also the gravitational connection G. Instead of metric
strain, the correct waveguide field is simply the circular magnetic field.
When were waveguides first tested? The following is of interest as it relates to ref. 4 in this paper:
"The first mathematical analysis of electromagnetic waves in a metal cylinder was performed by
Lord Rayleigh in 1897." Also: "This misled him (A later engineer) somewhat; some of his
experiments failed because he was not aware of the phenomenon of found in Lord Rayleigh's
work. Serious theoretical work was taken up by and Sallie P. Mead. This work led to the discovery
that for the TE01 mode in circular waveguide losses go down with frequency and at one time this
was a serious contender for the format for long distance telecommunications."
It is of no small interest that Einstein's work at the patent office coincided time wise with his very
productive years in the early 1900's.
Ref. 5 of this paper is a link to a web site that illuminates Einstein's good fortune in landing a job at the
patent office: In June 1902, Einstein received the letter he had been impatiently waiting for: a positive
answer regarding his application to be a technical expert –'96 class III at the Federal Office for
Intellectual Property in Bern, colloquially known as the patent office.
Perhaps there is only a coincidence in there being so much similarity in Einstein's Special and General
theory of Relativity and waveguide mathematics: Perhaps not. He was in the right place at the right time
for it not to be a coincidence at all.
A little thought on transposing terms on waveguide math and substituting tensors for magnetic fields in
circular waveguides and suddenly you have something to write home about! In closing, the relevant Air
Force Manual 52-8 PDF pages are available for download at:

http://www.electrogravity.com/QWM/WvGd_2.pdf
This includes the page with the red letter quote from above. -- Jerry E. Bayles Aug. 30, 2017

Ω
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